
Connecting With the Sunday Readings
Eighth Sunday in Ordinary Time

A Gospel Word for the Home
Matthew 6:24–34 
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The reality of passing through hard economic times is not something difficult to imagine. Over the past few 
years, many of us have gone through an economic firestorm. Countless people have lost savings, employ-
ment, and homes when the economy “tanked.” New approaches to the economy have blossomed during 
these hard economic times. Financial planners are now as common as psychotherapists! And almost everyone 
is more acutely aware of their finances and vulnerability. 

So most of us think about money a lot! If we have savings, we keep close track of how it’s doing. We invest our 
money so that we will survive that always uncertain future. And we worry. It seems almost impossible not to. 
Yet in today’s Gospel reading, we listen to Jesus say, “Don’t worry or be anxious” about money or survival 
matters associated with money such as food or clothing. Being overly concerned with money can block our 
relationship with God. When we hear these words, our eyes might float heavenward with a question. Is this 
Gospel reading realistic for this day of slippery economics? Maybe Jesus had something important to say 
about those days, but for today? 

Today’s Gospel speaks to something we all are concerned about, for instance, future financial planning. We
listen to the Gospel. Then we may wonder: Is the approach Jesus recommends worth our attention? Or is this
just another idealistic, pie-in-the-sky idea? There’s a Catholic pastor who occasionally modified the Mass
prayer after the Our Father. Recall that it’s a prayer for peace and part of the prayer asks God to reduce our
anxiety. To make this point more telling, this pastor slightly adjusts the text a bit by asking God to free us “from
all anxiety and useless worry.” How many of us live with abundant useless worry and anxiety?

 

When we are overwhelmed with worry and anxiety, everything else seems to disappear. All we can think 
about is dealing with our worries. For some, it’s health concerns. For others, it’s uncertainty about the future 
that Jesus also addresses in the last part of today’s Gospel reading. We believe we have too little money or 
we’re worried about whether we will have enough for the future. The future could mean tomorrow, next 
week, or at retirement time. Still, the worry is there, and it has a way of blocking all the other parts of our lives. 
Jesus is reminding us that here are things much more important than the size of one’s portfolio or bank 
account. 



Car or Meal TalkParent Survival

One-Line Prayer
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Another way to describe the issue of 
useless worry and anxiety is chronic stress. 
Most know about the abundant research 
that connects stress with ill-health. When 
we are weighed down with excess worry 
and stress, whole parts of us shut down. 
We are no longer peaceful or happy. We 
lose enthusiasm for life and our relation-
ships with others seem to diminish in 
intensity. 

There is a traditional practice in the 
Church of trusting in God’s Providence. In 
its most general form, it means that God 
cares for us and that when we face great 
di�culty, God will be there to assist us in 
our need. If we depend on God at least for 
some of what we may need, we don’t have 
to rely fully on ourselves. The problem 
with self-reliance is that we tend not to 
believe we ever have enough for the 
so-called “rainy day.” This seems true 
especially when it comes to money mat-
ters. There are even millionaires who stay 
awake at night worrying that they need 
more money to feel secure. The need for 
seemingly limitless �nancial resources 
drives people to spend all their energy on 
earning more. Those who do this fail to 
rely on God. They would rather trust their 
own resources. 

Children are often in the dark about their 
parents’ �nancial situation. Parents don’t 
want their children to worry about such 
matters. But maybe it would be worth-
while to have at least a general discussion 
of family �nances. It may save children 
from “anxiety and useless worry.”

-by David Thomas, PhD, Co-Director, The Bethany Family 
Institute

God of Providence, Help us to trust in your 
care and love for our family. Amen. 
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